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Planned Lighting Does It

How much detail can you see around the chain-drive on the platform?

New lighting fixtures increased visibility but a further step was needed — transformation of dark walls and ceilings.

A coat of paint was the final step. Such completely planned lighting here does three important things. It increases efficiency and reduces accident possibilities — because workers now see better. And it cuts labor turnover — because the plant’s a more pleasant place to work.

What about your plant? If you have problems in seeing, call on Edison’s lighting advisors. Their job is to help you — help you make sure that the lighting layout you select for factory, shop or office is the best available for the money you have to invest. For this no-cost service just call the nearest Edison office.
DID YOU SLEEP WELL LAST NIGHT? — AFTER ALL — YOU SPEND ABOUT ONE-THIRD OF YOUR LIFE IN BED!

Our mural-like painting montage above shows some of the main steps of Man's struggle through the ages for good sleep. The symbolic moon-lit night scene in upper center indicates that Man slept for hundreds of thousands of years, comfortless on the ground, and exposed to cold and dampness.

The oldest bed ever excavated, dated 8,000 B.C., is seen in the upper left. Found in what had been a hut made of wickerwork, like an upside down basket, it consisted of an insulating layer of clay topped by sand and dry moss banked by stones. Thus, the ground effect was reduced.

The next step in increasing the insulation against the ground came about when bedsteads were made of wood with a very thick oak beam as bottom. On the upper right such a bed, from 1500 B.C. in Central Europe, is shown. Dry leaves for mattress were used with leather skin as cover.

The lower right shows the elevated bedstead type as used by the Lake-dwellers around the European Alps after 1000 B.C. Now the bad ground effects are definitely overcome.

But Man's struggle for more comfort continued. All through Medieval times he attempted to keep the bed warm in the unheated rooms. He put draperies around it (canopy bed) so that the body warmth and his breath would be kept in. Or he made bed closets, shown in the lower left. Bed closets were ideal because they really were warm, particularly when a brass bed-warmer was added. But, through lack of oxygen, many people got tuberculosis, as did Rembrandt's wife, Saskia, for instance.

1704, or only 250 years ago, is the beginning of modern bed comfort. Then the patent for coil springs was issued. Such a coil spring is shown in the lower extreme left. Only from 1704 on were spring mattresses developed and, through progress in home heating, the beds became larger, and were no longer draped or boxed, and modern comfort as we know it today came about.

* This is the second of a series of paintings entitled "Adventures in Time," prepared in full color by Dr. George Lechler, Wayne University scientist, and Marvin Beerbohm, painter, for the Harlan Electric Company.
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Carrying a Complete Line of All
Masonry and Plastering Materials

Distributors of Concrete Masonry Reinforcing
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CORNED BEEF

-prepared in ALL-GAS kitchen

Brothers Delicatessen and Restaurant, at 19171 Livernois in Detroit, serves fine delicatessen food prepared in an efficient all-Gas kitchen. Corned beef and good coffee are popular specialties.

The coffee urn shown above is located in the dining room for quick service to patrons. It is one of the new gas models that makes coffee automatically. A push of the “start” button produces ready-to-serve coffee. At the end of the brewing cycle, automatic controls hold the coffee at proper serving temperature, replenish water in the boiler and make overflowing impossible.

MICHIGAN CONSOLIDATED GAS COMPANY

Serving 765,000 customers in Michigan
Can Your Clients Afford Totally Destructive Fires?

Irreparable financial damage may easily result when a building is completely lost, not by reason of any lack of insurance, but because of the loss of income brought about by an inability to resume normal activities rapidly.

At an initial cost comparable to that for materials having little resistance to fire, a high degree of protection can be provided with flexicore pre-cast concrete roof and floor slabs.

Furnish your clients with "built in" fire protection.
Specify flexicore.
a sliding glass living-room wall to open on terrace or patio

Panaview sliding glass panels — built by the makers of Glide — are framed in highest quality heavy gauge extruded aluminum. All sash slide, all hardware is flush, sill track is flush with floor. Glazed with 3/4" plate glass or Thermopane. Available in a complete range of standard sizes.

Write or phone us for complete information

Standard Building Products
14200 Clovordale
Detroit 8, Mich.

MATERIALS
WORKMANSHIP
SERVICE

westover-kamm company
ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORK
MOVABLE OFFICE PARTITIONS

general office & factory, bay city, mich.
telephone bay city 3-6558

detroit office: 403 donovan building
telephone woodward 2-1001
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MICHIGAN ARCHITECTS
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Beauty and Permanence
with
Bay Port Stone
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SECOND NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY OF SAGINAW'S
NEW BRANCH OFFICE
EAST GENESEE AVENUE
(Near Fair Grounds)
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

THE WALLACE STONE CO.
(54th ANNIVERSARY)
BAY PORT, MICHIGAN

Bay Port Stone—Hardest Limestone Known

Excessive temperature and pressure in hot water heaters can mean trouble, and real danger! Here's the best answer to these twin hazards yet developed. The McDonnell 202 Series combines, for the first time, (1) a time-tested pressure relief valve Btu-rated in steam capacity, and (2) a time-tested temperature relief valve Btu-rated and listed by the American Gas Association. Verna-therm element assures accurate, positive operation and drip-tight reseating. New fixture connection for service water flow simplifies installation and eliminates air accumulation in valve. Available with opening pressure settings of 75, 100 or 125 lbs.

Write for complete engineering facts

McDONNELL & MILLER, INC.
3000 N. Spaulding Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.

NEW MCDONNELL 202 SERIES COMBINATION T & P VALVE

Michigan Representative:
WM. G. BOALES & ASSOC., INC.
1150 W. Baltimore Ave., Detroit 2, Mich.
Trinity 2-4242
APSHALT PAVING is the modern type of pavement now used for parking areas, access roads and driveways. Its economy and durability make it the preferred type of paved surface. Architects and engineers now specify ASPHALT PAVING for modern paving needs.

For Quality Work Use Only the Contract Method
Through Experienced, Pre-Qualified Contractors

For Information and Specification Recommendations Write:
Michigan Asphalt Paving Association
Incorporated
701 PRUDDEN BUILDING
LANsing 16, MICHIGAN

The New Fourth Edition of
The ONE-BOOK REFERENCE SHELF on BUILDING
ARCHITECTURAL
GRAPHIC STANDARDS

By CHARLES G. RAMSEY, A.I.A.
and HAROLD R. SLEEPER, F.A.I.A.

- Increased by 80%
- 386 entirely new pages
- Expanded index of 11,560 entries

Although completely revised, the purpose remains the same—to supply architects and draftsmen with the standards, facts, and data needed in their daily work for every type and phase of building. The material is arranged in the natural sequence of building, from the foundation up, including materials, fixtures, fittings, devices, equipment, appliances, accessories, utensils, furnishings, apparatus, machinery, and supplies. The data have been drawn from thousands of sources, checked against standards where they exist and with architects' and manufacturers' associations where they don't, and presented in the most useful form.

614 pages 9 1/4 by 11 1/2 $11.50

DAELYTE has the experience, equipment and specialized personnel to render complete dependable service. Whether a building is the commercial, industrial or institutional type... located in Michigan, Ohio, Indiana or Pennsylvania... Daelyte's service is available the year around. So whenever the occasion arises for a cleaning job of any kind, don't be in the dark—call "Daelyte."

Other Daelyte Services:
- Painting
- Building Cleaning
- Caulking
- Sand Blasting
- Tuck Pointing
- Steam Cleaning
- Concrete Repairs
- Wall Washing
- Water Proofing
- Cement Finishing
- Glazing
- Floor Waxing
- 24-hour Janitor Service
- Cleaning and Pointing tile in new buildings

A Daelyte representative will gladly call and explain in detail Daelyte's complete service.

Daelyte Service Co.
Complete Building Maintenance — since 1920
300 Riopelle St., Detroit 7
WOODward 1-4131
Multi-Color Company

NOW IN ITS 61st YEAR

Do Not Overlook Our Blue Print Competition
Its Purpose Is To Help Michigan Architects and Engineers Stimulate Pride
In Workmanship and Improve Drafting Technic
Contact M. S. A. For Details

BLUE PRINTS
WHITE PRINTS
SEPIA TRANSPARENCIES
PHOTOGRAPHIC RENDERINGS
PHOTO MURALS
TRACING CLOTH REPRODUCTIONS

CENTURY BRICK COMPANY

face brick
norman - roman and standard size - pc glass block - chem brick
for beauty and permanence
better brick builds better buildings

14900 LINWOOD AVENUE, DETROIT 21, MICHIGAN

No Building is Better than its Floors!

Whitcomb-Bauer Flooring, Inc can solve your hardwood flooring problems. Distributors and installers of IRONBOUND CONTINUOUS STRIP hard maple flooring, flat grain or edge grain, the finest floor obtainable for gymnasiuums, class rooms, bakeries, newspaper plants and industrial areas. We specialize in designing and installing heavy duty removable panels for press plants.

* Press plant panels
* Nailed floors, all types
* Worthwood end grain Fir flooring
* IRONBOUND CONTINUOUS STRIP Maple flooring

WHITCOMB-BAUER FLOORING, INC.
OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE - 10301 LYNDON AT GRIGGS - DETROIT 21, MICHIGAN - WEBSTER 3-4320
BEFORE SELECTING

BRICK or TILE

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS

Our Complete Lines Include:

- Face Brick in Every Color, Size and Texture
- Terra Cotta
- Paving Brick
- Structural Glazed and Unglazed Facing Tile
- Floor Brick and Quarry Tile
- Acid Brick

Also distributors for

Anti-Hydro Waterproofing and Cardinal Masonry Saw Blades

"WEATHERTITE"

CORK SEAL for CONTROL JOINTS

Self-expanding Cork Weatherstrip maintains perfect seal in Control Joints of block constructed masonry walls. Always use approved Control Joints to eliminate cracks caused by shrinkage . . . always use WEATHERTITE to safeguard against seepage through these very necessary joints.

Recommended by Block Makers

Michigan Control Joint

WILLIAMS EQUIPMENT and SUPPLY COMPANY
16651 Baylis Avenue • Detroit 21, Michigan
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Now... an amazingly complete work to help everyone interested in building

BUILDING FOR INVESTMENT

by Clinton H. Cowgill

Head, Dept. of Architecture
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

This valuable book examines the many problems of building from the point of view of anyone with broad interests in building finance. It sets forth the procedures involved in the design, construction and remodeling of buildings of every type from houses to industrial plants. Professor Cowgill explains the relation of building to site, neighborhood, and geography. He discusses in easy-to-read language all the major building types and fully covers architecture, real estate, investment, ownership, appraisal, purchase, sale, finance, law and urban and regional planning.

Architects should find this big book useful as a general guide and for specific help in building finance problems. 482 Pages, $7.00.

ORDER NOW FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

JACKSON & CHURCH COMPANY

STRUCTURAL STEEL

Went Into These
Frantz and Spence
Designed Buildings:
- ST. ANDREW HIGH SCHOOL
  SAGINAW
- WOODROW WILSON ELM. SCHOOL
  PORT HURON
- SEARS ROEBUCK & CO. STORE
  SAGINAW

321 North Hamilton Street
Saginaw, Michigan
Phone: Saginaw 5-4401
McDonnell Brothers, Inc.

Representing KERRIGAN IRON WORKS, INC.

STEEL GRATINGS
STAIR TREADS

3930 Lonyo Road
Detroit 10, Michigan
Luzon 1-4550

Specify AirXceler Design
PROVEN BEST BY TEST
QUALITY
Plus
BEAUTY
SIMILAR OUTWARD APPEARANCE
For Every Type
ROOF EXHAUSTER
POWERED - GRAVITY
FRESH AIR SUPPLY - DRAFT INDUCER
Direct Connected Motors

Variable speed from 0 to 1725 RPM and from 55 to 13,000 CFM
Constructed of 14 gauge mild steel. BONDERITE baked gray enamel; heavy gauge aluminum; stainless steel or copper.

See Sweet's File 19b-Amm
or write for Bulletin 100-'54
C. L. AMMERMAN CO.
Dept. MS
104 No. 2nd St.
Minneapolis, Minn.

This outstanding edifice was designed and built by craftsmen—using fine building materials and masonry cement. Huron Masonry Cement was used for mortar.

MASONRY • PORTLAND
AIR-ENTRAINING • HIGH EARLY
MICHIGAN

PLANTS: Detroit • Alpena • Saginaw • Wyandotte • Muskegon
SALES OFFICES: Detroit • Grand Rapids • Saginaw

Michigan society of architects

Estimating Construction Costs
by R. L. Peurifoy
Professor of Civil Engineering
A and M College of Texas
315 pages, 6 x 9, 60 illus., $8.00

You'll make much more realistic estimates with the accurate guidance this practical book gives you on all types of major construction. Covering each topic in detail, it brings you simpler ways of appraising the many varying factors that influence the costs of labor, equipment, and materials, PLUS including your overhead and profit factors as well.

Includes material on cost of fabricating structural steel and erecting steel structures.

Over 100 time-saving tables simplify involved combinations of labor, equipment, and materials. These tables break down operations into workable units such as the amount of material needed for a particular job...the man-hours it takes...the hourly cost of owning and operating the equipment used on the job. They give you a variety of valuable estimator's data in quick-reference form.

FOR EXAMPLE, you will find tables that tell you the hauling capacities of trucks...rates of handling earth by hand...representative rate of drilling rock with jackhammers and wagon drills...data on standard Raymond concrete piles...quantities of material for one cubic yard of mortar.

The book contains unusually comprehensive descriptions of the means for determining the production rates of both labor and equipment. It gives positive help, enabling you to understand the factors which affect production rates, such as how rates for digging may differ between hard and soft earth...how maneuverability in close quarters cuts equipment production, etc.


Write to
MONTHLY BULLETIN
120 MADISON AVE.
DETROIT 26, MICH.

TREATS SUCH SPECIALTIES AS:
• tilt-up concrete
• new floor systems
• wellpoint systems
• water and sewer pipes
• highways
• timber structures
• welded steel structures
How should soil strata be classified in the field?

According to particle size, soil is classified as clay, silt, or sand. Clay particles range up to 0.005 mm in diameter, silt from 0.005 to 0.05 mm, sand from 0.05 to 1.00 mm. The driller should be able to judge in a general way which particle size predominates. For greater accuracy, laboratory analysis by screening and sedimentation is necessary.

Of greater importance is the shearing strength of the soil. This property can be indirectly approximated by penetration tests. Outstanding work in this approach has been done by Procter, House and others. The Michigan Drilling Company has adopted a routine field test, a modification of the penetration test first developed by Bell in England, and later used in the construction of the Cleveland Terminal Building.

Michigan Drilling Co.
13911 Prairie Ave.
Detroit 4, Michigan
Webster 3-8717

We also invite your inquiries regarding any book. Give title, author, publisher, if possible.

NATIONAL ARCHITECT
120 MADISON AVE. DETROIT 26
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AGENTS FOR

Wasco
Skydomes and Flashings

Miami-Carey
Bathroom Cabinets
Mirrors and Accessories

Crab Orchard
Stone

Vermont
Structural Colored Slate

Lannon
Wisconsin Stone

Ludman Auto-Lok
Awning Windows and Jalousies

Ray T. Lyons Co.
2457 WOODWARD, DETROIT 1

TELEPHONES: WO. 3-7418-9

"depend on a dependable name"

JOHN A. MERCIER
BRICK COMPANY
3895 Roulo Ave., Dearborn
Vi. 1-0761

Manufacturer and Distributor

Mercrete
SLAG BLOCK
Lighter in Weight

SLAG BRICK
Lighter in Color

QUALITY FACE BRICK

"specify the best"

Shingledecker
Sales Co.

Distributors of

- ARNOLD
  Aluminum Awning Windows
  and Jalousies

- PECOT
  Plastic Sky Domes

- EVERLITE
  Aluminum Pre-Fab
  Green Houses

- CHESKO
  Wood Overhead Doors

SALES AND SERVICE
16027 Plymouth Road
Detroit 27, Michigan

We welcome your inquiry
Pat Shingledecker • Jack Shingledecker

Nelson
Company

PLUMBING
HEATING &
AIR CONDITIONING
SUPPLIES

WHOLESALE

M. H.
Dickinson
Company

COMPLETE
BUILDERS'
SUPPLIES

H. H.
Dickinson
Company

GENERAL
CONSTRUCTION

CUSTOM RESIDENTIAL
COMMERCIAL BUILDING

University 3-3171
15849 Wyoming Ave.
Detroit 21, Michigan

Maurice V. Rogers
Company

PLUMBING
HEATING &
AIR CONDITIONING
SUPPLIES

MAIN OFFICE
and
DISPLAY ROOM

2604 Fourth Ave., Detroit 1
WOODward 2-4160

ROYAL OAK
GROSSE POINTE
ANN ARBOR
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Genuine California Redwood

NEON and METAL LETTERS

MIDWEST architectural METALS CO.

THE DUNN - RAINNEY COMPANY

BIGELOW COMPANY, INC.

Established 1912

PLUMBING AND HEATING CONTRACTORS

1039 Howard Street, Saginaw, Michigan, Saginaw 3-8453

- FRANTZ AND SPENCE BUILDING
- SEARS ROEBUCK AND COMPANY
- SAGINAW SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
- ST. ANDREW SCHOOL
STREAMLINED SPECIFICATIONS STANDARDS

Volume I
(ARCHITECTURAL)

by BEN JOHN SMALL, A. I. A.

Here is the most valuable time-saver ever published for the architectural specifying team! Uniquely designed in three handy, easy-to-detach pads, this volume contains all the specifications necessary for the contract, site work, carpentry and other structural work, masonry, weather protection, metal work and finishing of a building. All are grouped into 63 alphabetically arranged sections, are numbered for quick reference or separate filing, and are printed on only one side of a page in double-spaced elite typewriter type. Nowhere else will you find these amazing streamlined specifications in such easy-to-use form!

1952, 1000 SHEETS — 3 8½x11" PADS, $20.00

Order your copy directly from
A. I. A. MONTHLY BULLETIN
120 Madison Avenue
Detroit 26, Michigan

1000-30 DEXTER BOULEVARD
DETROIT 6, MICHIGAN
Townsend 8-2470
Boosey
1200 Series
FLOOR and SHOWER DRAINS
Assure Permanent Water-tight Connections

Boosey No. 1200 series drains feature an exclusive clamping device which secures flashing without piercing ..., assuring a really permanent watertight connection. Unique design provides maximum secondary seepage area and overcomes clogging. Adjustable tailpieces provide easy adjustment to varying floor thicknesses. Complete range of sizes and strainer heads. Also available is 1200 CI series with "deep set" head and frame. At slight extra cost heads furnished in Illinois Metal for a polished surface that will not peel, tarnish or wear off.

NORMAN BOOSEY MFG. CO.
GENERAL SALES OFFICE • 5281 AVERY AVE. • DETROIT 8, MICH.
Corner Kirby Ave. Phone Tyler 7-4117

WUNDERLICH AND BATES
the last word in CARPENTER WORK
successors to harry t. wunderlich
12045 Twelfth Street Detroit 6, Mich. TO. 8-4575

PLUMBING DRAINAGE PRODUCTS

JOSAM MANUFACTURING CO. MICHIGAN CITY, INDIANA
District Representatives
Elmo G. Liddle
18925 Grand River Ave., Detroit—Phone: VE. 7-5312
James R. Thomas
1514 Wealthy St., Grand Rapids-Phone: GL. 4-2500

B & L ELECTRIC COMPANY
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
18424 Fitzpatrick Ave.
Detroit 28, Michigan
Vermont 7-3800

Michigan's Largest Underground
Lawn Irrigation Contractor
Complete Plan & Specification Service
A. J. Miller, Civil Engineer

A. J. MILLER, Inc.
ESTABLISHED 1923
2337 W. McNichols Rd., Detroit 21 UN. 1-3393
The roof construction of this Grand Haven Senior High School building uses 81-foot T-Chord Long Span joists. Architect: Warren S. Holmes

**Better Design**

with **T-Chord**

Design with greater spans.

Design with fewer columns.

Design with more utility.

Ton for ton, the single member Tee provides a stiffer, more rigid chord than conventional double-angle chords. This greater strength per ton permits design for larger unimpaired work areas, neater appearance. Faster, easier construction with T-Chord long span joists means speed and economy on the job. Our engineers will welcome the opportunity to help you in every way.

See Sweet's Architectural File

Sweet's Industrial File No. 2CHA

Structural Steel

T-Chord Long Span Joists

Miscellaneous Iron

Ornamental Iron

**Haven-Busch Company**

501 Front Ave., N.W., Phone 9-4173, Grand Rapids 4, Mich.

---

**Chem Brick**

This Picture of Dearborn Motor Sales in Birmingham emphasizes the Beauty of CHEM BRICK for Exterior Commercial and Industrial Elevations.

Specify CHEM BRICK wherever you want to combine Permanent Beauty, Durability, Modern Design and Lower Costs.

**Detroit Brick & Block Co.**

Ft. of St. Jean, Detroit 14, VAlley 2-4879

Giffels & Vallet, Inc., L. Rossetti—Architects
By George W. Stark
in The Detroit News, Dec. 10, 1953

Here are some interesting footnotes on old Jefferson, which Old-Timers remember as the Highway of Our Grace, and these are inspired by the emergence of the monumental City-County Building and the prospect that Old Mariners' Church may be placed across the street from it, at Jefferson and Randolph.

If this should happen, it may have the effect of restoring to the old street at least some of its former prestige. At any rate, attention is likely to be focused on it again and this commentary from the pen of Emil Lorch, of Ann Arbor, one of Michigan's highly placed architects and the chairman of the committee of architecture of the Historical Society of Michigan, is authoritative.

He remarks that the two sides of Jefferson between Hastings and Rivard, have the best preserved houses of 19th century Detroit. Most notable of all the buildings, he observes, is old Christ Church, designed by Gordon W. Lloyd, who was the architect of so many Detroit mansions.

A 3-HOUSE TERRACE

Lorch says: "Beginning at the southeast corner of Hastings and Jefferson, there was, before 1890, the Blodgelt home, which was succeeded by the Blodgelt Terrace, a complex of apartments in brick and stone. "Moving further south, it is an interesting double house, occupied in 1855 by R. H. Hall, beyond which there stood, before 1890, the beautiful Ionic-porticoed house of Gov. Robert McClelland. This was succeeded

---

Including national Architect

OFFICIAL PUBLICATION—Detroit Chapter of The American Institute of Architects: Amedeo Leone, President; Suren Pilafian, V-Pres.; Gerald G. Dishl, Secretary; Leo L. Perry, Treasurer; L. Robert Blotters, Louis Roselli, Peter B. Brown, Edna Simon, Directors; Talmage C. Hughes, Executive Secretary.

Listed in Standard Rate & Data Service. For further information, see page 1.

Theodore G. Seemey, Jr., Advertising Director; 700 Madison Avenue, Detroit 26, Mich. Woodward 5-3680.

Address all inquiries concerning National Council of Architectural Registration Boards to William L. Perkins, Secretary-Treasurer, 766 Lucas Ave., Chardon, Ohio.

Subscription $3 per year (members $1.50). 30c per copy (Ratters $1).
by the three-house terrace built for the late Sidney D. Miller. Then comes Christ Episcopal Church, a well-designed Gothic structure.

"East of that is the famous Solomon Sibley House, perhaps the only remaining echo in Detroit of the classical revival. I think that Robert Stuart of the American Fur Co. occupied the next brick house, where at one time I think Dr. Duff Stewart lived. After that the Hanna Art Gallery was there for a time.

"On the other side of Jefferson, beginning at Hastings, the corner unit of the row of houses was at one time occupied by Dr. H. P. Lyster, a leading physician of his time.

A STOVE PIONEER

"Some houses beyond was a large brick with a one-story stone columnar porch, where at one time lived Jeremiah Dwyer, a pioneer in the great stove industry here. Then came a nice two-story stone house, in which A. H. Dey lived many years ago.

"At the northeast corner of Rivard and Jefferson was a small brick apartment house designed by Mason and Rice (many will remember the late George D. Mason, for long years the dean of Detroit architects) and in the sidewalk corner downstairs flourished the famous drugstore of Frederick Rohnert."

Meantime, the Historical Society of Michigan is hard at work on a descriptive catalogue of early Michigan buildings. In this, many of these famous structures, the tokens of our faded grandeur, will be shown.
That favorite American pastime—looking for a dream house—can now be pursued via television. At least it can in the nation's second largest home market, and the trend may spread.

An unusual Chicago television show—believed to be the first of its kind anywhere—reverses the usual house-hunting procedure, and each week it takes a different model home to prospective buyers, as well as to others interested merely in finding out what's new.

"Not only do we take the model house right into the living room, but we also escort viewers on a visual room-by-room tour through it and tell them more about the house than they'd probably learn if they visited it in person," explains H. D. Bissell, merchandising director for Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, which is sponsoring the 13-week half-hour show over station WBKB-TV on a test basis.

The tour is accomplished by means of films and pictures. The builder of the house and the architect also appear on the show to explain its features under the guidance of the master of ceremonies, Paul McAllister, well-known Chicago designer.

Idea of the show, Bissell says, is to acquaint as many people as possible with the latest developments in new home planning and modern living, including such advancements as electronic temperature controls which introduce a new comfort concept by varying indoor temperatures according to outside weather conditions. The show has a potential 2,000,000 viewers.

Specifically, Bissell adds, the show is designed to do three things. First, provide expert guidance and explanation that is not generally available on personal visits to model homes. Second, help people catch up with the myriad of new features that have been introduced in home building and home living since the end of World War II. And third, to show present homeowners how they can easily incorporate "new-house" features in their existing dwellings.

Honeywell promotes the architect
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CRANEWAY DOORS Provide

Open and Shut Case

CRANEWAY DOORS

Provide

Open and Shut Case

of increased working efficiency
and reduction of heating costs!

W

hen a craneway extends from inside a building to an
outside railroad siding or storage yard it's an open and
shut case that Byrne can provide the finest in a depend­
able closure. This craneway opening shown above provides a
substantial reduction in heating costs with the added advantage
of increased working efficiency.

Byrne crane entrances combine upward acting doors at the crane
rails with swinging or sliding doors below. The upper door is
always motorized, the lower doors may be specified for manual
or motor operation. Interlocks insure complete safety, with auto­
matic or selective controls located as desired.

Crane entrance doors are furnished in steel, or aluminum which is
gaining increasing acceptance as a construction material. Windows
may be installed as desired for consistent architecture.

Byrne Crane Entrance Door Operation

For successful development of crane entrance doors, our engineering consultation is furnished without obliga­
tion.

FOR INFORMATION
regarding Byrne doors and
facilities consult Sweet's Cata­
log or write direct for our
brochure.

BYRNE doors, inc.
Dept. b-3
1421 East 8 Mile Road, Ferndale, Detroit 20, Michigan

101 Park Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
Cafritz Bldg., Washington 6, D.C.
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New Jersey

MARTIN MAHLER, A.I.A., of Union City, N. J., consultant of pre-stressed concrete, has arranged for a number of lectures on the subject to be given by Dr. Paul William Ables, D. Sc., consulting engineer and lecturer on prestressed concrete. The lectures will cover the period between March 1 and April 15, and will be in order, at the following locations: Kansas State College, Iowa State College, Ill. In which Ohio University, Georgia Institute of Technology, Tennessee A. & I. State University, University of Tennessee, Lehigh University, Ohio State University, Cornell, Tufts College, Northeastern University.

Ohio

HAROLD H. MUNGER, F.A.I.A., of Britisch & Munger, Architects, Toledo, is the newly elected president of the Ohio State Board of Examiners for Architects. He formerly served as vice-president. Mr. Munger is serving his second five-year term on the Board, having been twice appointed by Governor Frank J. Lausche.

RUSSELL S. FLING, architect and engineer, announces the opening of his office for the practice of structural engineering at 235 Overbrook Drive, Columbus, Ohio. A graduate of the Ohio State University, where he was elected to Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineering fraternity, and where he received the A.I.A. school medal, he has worked for architects and engineers in Columbus and Toledo.

Oklahoma

An exhibition of the house of JOHN LLOYD WRIGHT, California architect and son of Frank Lloyd Wright, have been exhibited at the University of Oklahoma. A total of 255 exhibits (continued)

Rhode Island

FREDERICK N. BROWN, JR., A.I.A., 99 Mel- bourne Road, Warwick, R.I., has written articles on "Advice on Bomb Shelters," which have receive wide recognition in his State, as being a valuable contribution to the subject. Mr. Brown is a member of the Rhode Island Chapter, A.I.A., and he is an associate architect with Charles A. Maguire and Associates, consulting engineers of Boston and Providence.

Tennessee

TENNESSEE ARCHITECTS celebrated "Charter Night" December 14, with participation by Clair W. Ditchy, A.I.A. president, Howard Elchanbaum, vice-president, and Clyde C. Pearson, Gulf States regional director. Tennessee Chapter, A.I.A. has been succeeded by the Tennessee Society of Architects, and A.I.A. chapters have been established at Memphis, Chattanooga, Nashville and Knoxville. William P. Cox will be president of the State Society; and Zeno Bates will be secretary-treasurer. Robert Martin will be president of the Memphis Chapter, A.I.A., and vice-president of the Society.

Texas

TEXAS SOCIETY OF ARCHITECTS has elected Edwin W. Carroll, president; Grayson Gill, first vice-president; R. Max Binks, second vice-president, and Albert S. Golemian, immediate past president, director.

WILLIAM H. COLLIER, JR., is president of the new West Texas Chapter, A.I.A., Royal Dana, vice-president; Woodlief Brown, Sec.-Treas.; David S. Castle, director. Dana, Doyle C. Maddux and H. Leo Tucker are executive committeemen.

Utah

GEORGE Y. CANNON, A.I.A., of Salt Lake City, will teach a class in the philosophy of architecture at the University of Utah's School of Architecture during the winter quarter, it is announced by Roger Bailey, A.I.A., head of the School, who added that the course would not be limited to architectural students. Said Mr. Cannon: "The course is designed to acquaint all students with the development of architectural style in relation to life. At the present time, whether we realize it or not, we are at a revolutionary revolution for the third time since the beginning of history. The first came when primitive man began building shelter for his family, and the second came around the 12th century."

Washington

ROYAL A. McCLURE, A.I.A., has been named chairman of the Spokane County Planning Board.

WASHINGTON STATE CHAPTER, A.I.A., recently honored 13 members who are among the oldest in point of membership: John Graham, Sr., B. M. Pirie, Ewall Stroey, Arch Normar Tabbitt, Joseph Wilson, Clyde Glainger, Joshua Vogel, Roland E. Bohbek, Lester Fey, William G. Dust, Russell Morrison, J. Eister Holmes and Robert McClanland.

Wisconsin

DULUTH CHAPTER, A.I.A., has elected M. R. Dolberman president; Rhoburn Damborg, vice-president; Arthur C. Lucas, secretary-treasurer; C. H. Smith, director. Directors continuing are W. E. Ellison and M. N. Willis.

city plan competition

THE CARSON PIRIE SCOTT & CO. CENTENNIAL COMPETITION was announced January 20 by John T. Pirie, Jr., president of Carson's, at the State Street Council dinner honoring the firm's 100th anniversary.

The purpose of the Carson Pirie Scott & Co. Centennial Competition in City Planning is to provide a plan which will serve as an inspiration for the redevelopment and improvement of Chicago's Central Commercial District.

Competition awards total $32,500, with a First Prize of $20,000, a Second Prize of $7,500, a Third Prize of $2,500 and five prizes of $500 each.

The competition which is sponsored by this firm is approved by the Committee on Competitions of the American Institute of Architects, the Western Society of Engineers, and the National Executive Committee of The American Institute of Planners.

It is considered by the Chicago Plan Commission to be a major contribution to planning in Chicago.

Howard L. Cheney, of Chicago, Illinois, Fellow of The American Institute of Architects, has been retained as professional advisor for the competition.

Full information is obtainable from Carson Pirie Scott & Co., 1 South State St., Chicago 3, Ill.

died


MAURICE B. BISCOE, A.I.A., in Newton, Mass., Dec. 29. Had practiced in Denver, Colo., and he had designed many important buildings in the State.


EDWIN E. PRUITT, 83, in Columbus, Ohio, Dec. 19. He designed many churches in several states.


HARRY LESLIE WALKER, A.I.A., 76, in Knoxville, Tenn., Jan. 6. He designed churches, hospitals and schools in eastern states.

EVERETT W. WELCH, A.I.A., 56, in Dallas, Texas. A native of Kansas, he went to Dallas in 1934. He was educated at the University of Illinois and Armour Institute of Technology.


M. S. A. Board Appoints Committees

At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the Michigan Society of Architects at the DAC in Detroit, January 20, President Linn Smith appointed, with the Board's approval, the following committees to serve the Society during 1954, the first-named being chairman:


ADMINISTRATIVE: King, Leo M. Bauer, Adrian N. Langius, Amedeo Leone, Elmer J. Manson.


EDUCATIONAL AND RESEARCH: Allen, Paul A. Brysselbout, Phillip C. Haughey, King, Frederick E. Wigen.

PUBLICITY: Haughey, Allen, Talmage C. Hughes, C. A. O'Bryon, Clarence H. Rosco.


SPECIAL FUND: Bauer, Paul B. Brown, Robert F. Hastings.

CHAPTER BOUNDARIES: Hughes, Leone, Peter Vander Leam, Wigen.

INTER-PROFESSIONAL COUNCIL: Leone, Bauer, Hughes.

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS: Cleland, Langius, George L. W. Schulz, Eberle M. Smith, John C. Thornton.


FORTIETH CONVENTION: Lyall H. Askew.

BUILDING INDUSTRY BANQUET: Askew, John O. Blair, Hughes.

MIDSUMMER CONFERENCE: Chase Black.


Directors of Monthly Bulletin, Inc., were re-elected. They were Adrian N. Langius, President; Sol King, Vice-President; Paul A. Brysselbout, Secretary-Treasurer.

Lyall Askew gave a report as Chairman of the 40th Convention Committee, indicating that plans are well advanced.

Chase Black, Chairman of the Midsummer Conference Committee, gave a preview of what is in store for attendants at that event.

Sol King reminds members of the Multi-Color Blue Print Competition and exhibition to be featured at the M. S. A. Convention at Hotel Statler, March 10-12, 1954.

Next meeting of the Society Board will be at the Mayflower Hotel in Plymouth, February 17.

Saginaw Valley Chapter

SAGINAW VALLEY CHAPTER, A.I.A., at a dinner meeting at Zehnder's Hotel in Frankenmuth, January 18, designed a new format for future meetings: five membership meetings a year—in January, March, May, September and November—with the alternate months for meetings of the executive committee only. Most Chapter business will be conducted at executive meetings, leaving more time at membership meetings for speakers, panel discussions, tours, social events, or whatever. It is believed that this will mean "bigger and better" speaker-entertainment programs and, therefore, better attendance, says President Fred Wigen.

The President also presented the matter of the May issue of the Monthly Bulletin, which will feature the work of Saginaw Valley architects. Members will be written, inviting them to submit material so as to make the 16-page Valley issue a creditable one. Material must be in to allow time for processing.

A new plan for the election of Chapter officers is being studied by a special committee, and a report is expected at the March meeting.

Western Michigan Chapter

WESTERN MICHIGAN CHAPTER, A.I.A., and the W. M. Chapter of Michigan Society of Professional Engineers met jointly Tuesday evening, January 12, at the University Club in Grand Rapids.

After a social hour and dinner, chairman of the meeting Robert W. Shed, of MSPE, introduced Mr. Joseph P. Wolff, Commissioner of Buildings and Safety Engineering, City of Detroit, as speaker of the evening.

Mr. Wolff, President of the national body of Building Officials Conference of America, has been active in preparing a proposed code for Detroit along the lines of the BOCA Code. Mr. Wolff outlined progress of this project to an interested audience, and he pointed out the possibility of the State of Michigan, as well as many small communities, adopting such a code.

Mr. Wolff gave an idea of the vast amount of work entailed in preparing such a proposed code for City Council action. He stated that his Committee had received the best of cooperation from the architects, engineers and others interested. After a question-and-answer period those in attendance felt they were fortunate in being able to hear Mr. Wolff present "The Building Code Story."

GEORGE W. COMBS, secretary of the Michigan Joint Cooperative AGC-AIA Committee, reports that a recent survey of architects and contractors in outstate Michigan brought replies, indicating that a large number are using the Specification Outline developed by the Committee in 1953.

Of the 160 architects queried, 62 replied. Thirteen said they had not seen the Outline, and copies were sent them immediately. Seven had not had time to study it, one said that it would take too much time to change, one did not wish to, and two did not approve. In general, a keen interest was shown.

Contractors circularized expressed appreciation, and designated the Outline as a forward step toward better understanding between the architect and contractor, which should eliminate some confusions that have heretofore existed. Some stated that subcontractors using the new Outline were able to submit more accurate prices and that the range of bids was within 15% rather than the usual 30%.

No objections have been received from contractors bidding on projects on which the Outline was used. On the contrary, expressions were most favorable and the Committee was gratified at the general enthusiasm of both contractors and architects.

Copies of the Specification Outline can be obtained at fifty cents each from the office of the Committee secretary, George Combs, 127 N. Cedar St., Lansing 29, Mich.
The proposal for a competition among draftsmen, first made by Joseph W. Leinweber, Chairman of the Detroit Chapter's Committee on Practice, was taken up by the MSA 40th Convention Committee, and the results will be exhibited at Detroit's Hotel Statler, March 10-12, 1954.

Sol King was able to obtain the cooperation of the Multi-Color Company in providing $1,500 in prize money. The competition is open to all draftsmen in the offices of MSA members within the State of Michigan, who are invited to submit blueprints of their work done during the year 1953.

Those submissions selected by the jury as prize-winners will be on exhibition at the Statler, and prizes will be presented at the banquet, closing event of the Convention, March 12.

Also exhibited will be prints and drawings (and some supporting photographs) of early Michigan buildings, to show the development in draftsmanship and reproduction methods through the years. Already, a number of such submissions have been received, and many others are in prospect. Manson & Carver, of Lansing, have sent prints of early churches in Michigan. Morris Webster has hectograph prints, in color, left him by his father. The office of Donaldson & Meier, now in its 75th year, has prints of many of Detroit's most interesting early buildings. The Detroit Institute of Arts, Detroit Historical Museum, the Burton Collection at the Detroit Library contain others.

So, the project has two parts—the old and the new. Old examples should be of Michigan buildings, not necessarily done by Michigan architects. In addition, at the exhibition, Multi-Color Company will show reproduction methods from early days contract work, based on threateningly calculated legalism which may easily kill a collaborative attitude.

In brief we can state that to preserve, elicit and stimulate a collaborative attitude in a trained and skilled crew is the basic purpose of working drawings which should reap the fruits of design in concrete reality.

The method of presentation must surely be that of friendly clarity and guidance. No adverse emotion must be aroused in the persons to be directed.

Production illustration in axonometric or perspective form was proposed by me as such a humanly kind supplementation of more abstract planimetric presentations long before the aircraft companies began using it. In fact, some of the young illustrators employed, I may say, had been influenced by our office practice.

Only an office of steady employment can successfully and in consistent method deviate from haphazard practice, and at the root of the entire issue lies the difficulty of finding a common denominator for a multiplicity of offices, small and large, in changing economic circumstances and with unstable staffs. Perhaps higher schools are destined, in unified research and training action, to take the initiative toward wholesome unification.
MAX ABRAMOVITZ, F.A.I.A., of Harrison & Abramovitz, Architects, of New York will be the speaker at a meeting of the Detroit Chapter, American Institute of Architects, in the Rackham Memorial Building, February 10. His subject will be "The Development of Wall Panel Construction."

The firm, architects for the United Nations buildings, Alcoa building and U. S. Steel building in Pittsburgh's Golden Triangle, has been engaged in studies of panel construction, on behalf of building industry interests concerned. Mr. Abramovitz will give a report on these developments, beginning with his firm's building for the Aluminum Company of America in Davenport, Iowa, and down to the present. His talk will be illustrated by color slides and movies.

Mr. Abramovitz was made a Fellow of The American Institute of Architects at its Seattle Convention in 1952. His partner, Wallace K. Harrison, spoke at a meeting of the Detroit Chapter, A.I.A., on November 19, 1947.

In view of the importance of wall panels in today's construction, it is believed that this program will prove most valuable to architects and other members of the construction industry.

The address, to be in the auditorium of the Rackham building at 8:00 p.m., will follow a dinner meeting of Chapter members in the same building, at which Mr. Abramovitz will be guest. The address will be free and open to the public.

Mr. Abramovitz

Mr. Burchard

METROPOLITAN ART ASSOCIATION presents a lecture on "The Movies, Painting and Public Taste," by Alan Gowans, in the Auditorium of The Detroit Institute of Arts, at 8:30 p.m., Wednesday, February 17, 1954.

A graduate of the University of Toronto and Princeton University, Mr. Gowans has taught at Rutgers University, and he has given courses at the Universities of Minnesota, Missouri, and Princeton. He has written several articles on the primitive mind in art, and he dealt with the modern phase of this subject in a Popular Arts Course at the University of Michigan last summer. At present he is teaching at Middlebury College in Vermont.

Admission will be by season ticket, or single tickets may be purchased at the box office at $1.00.

Mr. Burchard

Chapter president Amedeo Leone presided at a brief business meeting following dinner, and called upon secretary Gerald G. Diehl to read the proposed changes to Chapter by-laws increasing annual dues of associates and junior associates from $5 to $6.50 and including annual subscription to the Monthly Bulletin at $1.50. The motion passed, and this change is now in effect, having been approved by the Institute secretary, subject to chapter voting.

President Leone mentioned the TV program of Wayne University, which has been presented for several Saturday mornings, with Chapter associate member, Marco Nobili speaking on architecture. Mr. Leone commended the University and Mr. Nobili for their good public relations for our profession.

Mr. Burchard spoke to a well-filled auditorium, and a great deal of interest was manifest.

Chapter president Amedeo Leone presided at a brief business meeting following dinner, and called upon secretary Gerald G. Diehl to read the proposed changes to Chapter by-laws increasing annual dues of associates and junior associates from $5 to $6.50 and including annual subscription to the Monthly Bulletin at $1.50. The motion passed, and this change is now in effect, having been approved by the Institute secretary, subject to chapter voting.

President Leone mentioned the TV program of Wayne University, which has been presented for several Saturday mornings, with Chapter associate member, Marco Nobili speaking on architecture. Mr. Leone commended the University and Mr. Nobili for their good public relations for our profession.

The president called upon Leo M. Bauer, who spoke in behalf of the Michigan Society of Architects' campaign to raise funds for its public relations program.

Mr. Burchard spoke to a well-filled auditorium, and a great deal of interest was manifest.
Detroit chapter

Detroit architect Karl Van Leuven, Jr., A.I.A., has warned that poor location and planning of shopping centers "is tending to surround them with unattractive areas which are rapidly becoming slums." He implied that such mistakes could make it harder to acquire capital for better integrated projects.

Mr. Van Leuven, a partner of the Detroit, New York and Los Angeles firm of Victor Gruen Associates, addressed a New York meeting on shopping centers by the American Society of Appraisers, held January 19, at the Builders Club, 2 Park Avenue.

The speaker particularly deplored what he termed the "typical strip development" of shopping centers, which he said have "created patterns of traffic congestion" compounded by poor receiving and delivery procedures and usually inadequate parking space.

"A typical strip development," Mr. Van Leuven held, "is a wild, uncontrolled cancerous growth and a blot on the community. It is in danger of committing suicide by its own over-building, lack of planning and failure to integrate with the community."

Mr. Van Leuven added: "Unfortunately, it is in terms of these facilities that appraisers and important lending institutions are evaluating the new integrated shopping centers which are being planned throughout the country."

He urged, "The architect and the economist must provide for the appraiser and the lending institution a new yardstick, a better yardstick, for appraisal."

The Gruen organization did the planning for the Northland Regional Shopping Center in Detroit, which will be the world's largest when it opens next March.

The Detroit Institute of Arts, in cooperation with the Detroit Chapter, American Institute of Architects, announces "Shopping Centers of Tomorrow," an exhibition sponsored by the American Federation of Arts, as part of its "Traveling Exhibitions" program for 1954, created by Victor Gruen, A.I.A., and Associates.

The exhibition, at the Detroit Institute of Arts, from February 8 through March 31, traces the history of shopping centers, their historical, sociological, cultural and economic factors in the evolution of such modern centers, including architectural designs for Detroit's Northland Center and models of modern sculpture being incorporated in the architectural schemes of such centers.

Lyall H. Askew, General Chairman of the Michigan Society of Architects Fortieth Annual Convention, scheduled at Hotel Statler in Detroit, March 10-11 & 12, 1954, announces that a feature of the Convention will be a competition and exhibition of craftsmanship produced during 1953, under the sponsorship of the Multi-Color Company, of Detroit.

Building material exhibits will occupy most of the Ballroom Bldg., as asked, and he added that registration would begin the afternoon of Wednesday, March 10 and would be followed by a social evening at which there will be refreshments and entertainment, complimentary to registrants.

Thursday morning there will be delegates' breakfast and a meeting of the board of directors, and at 10:00 a.m. a business session. Proceeding the luncheon on Thursday there will be a complimentary cocktail party, Thursday P.M. there will be a speaker on the subject of curtain walls. At 5:00 P.M. the Panels' Participants and Council, Michigan Chapter will be hosts at a cocktail party, followed by a dinner in the Wayne Room. Speaker Thursday evening will be William W. Wurster, Dean of the School of Architecture, University of California.

On Friday morning buses will be provided for a tour of the plant of the R. C. Mahon Company, for an inspection of their plant, and a complimentary luncheon will be served there. At 2:30 p.m., Friday, the speaker will be Robert Newman, and the subject will be Acoustics. Mr. Newman is a member of the firm of Bolt, Beranek & Newman, acoustical engineers.

While the Building Industry Luncheon Friday evening will conclude the convention proper, it is planned to offer those delegates and guests who remain Saturday morning a tour of the J. L. Hudson Company's new Northland Shopping Center.

The ladies program, in charge of Mrs. James B. Morison, will include a complimentary luncheon and program at the Detroit Athletic Club on Thursday, March 11, as well as a luncheon and style show, in the Statler's Terrace Room on Friday.

AMEDEO LEONE, president of the Detroit Chapter, American Institute of Architects, announces the election to Institute membership and assignment to the Detroit Chapter of nine architects in the Detroit area:

Byron H. Becker, 1455 Penniman Ave., Detroit; Ivan N. Guthbert, Jr., 7634 Rosemont Road, Ann Arbor; William K. Davis, 408 S. Seventh St., Ann Arbor; Herman G. Gold, 1550 Marquette Bldg., Detroit; Ralph N. Holzinger, 21820 Lyndon St., Detroit; Edward V. Olencki, 809 Kingsley St., Ann Arbor; Sol Silver, 2709 Richmond St., Detroit; David B. Spalding, 902 Suren Palafian, 153 E. Elizabeth St., Detroit, and Karl O. Van Leuven, Jr., 1905 Industrial Bank Bldg., Detroit.

The appointee is executive secretary of the Detroit Chapter, American Institute of Architects, and the Michigan Society of Architects, and he is also editor and publisher of the Society's Monthly Bulletin, which he founded in 1926.

Following graduation in architecture from Alabama Polytechnic Institute, and graduate studies at Columbia University, he came to Detroit in 1915 and was employed in leading architects' offices. After service in Russia during World War I, he returned to Detroit and entered his own practice. He was registered as an architect by examination in 1917, and he has interested himself in architectural organization and registration since that time.

Michigan's registration law was first enacted in 1915, to safeguard the life, health and property of its citizens. The Board is charged with examining and registering architects, and administering the act. Other architect members of the Board are Wells I. Bennett, F.A.I.A., of Ann Arbor, and Robert B. Frantz, F.A.I.A., of Saginaw. Engineer members are William H. Harvis and Clyde C. Potom, both of Birmingham, Wilfrid C. Polkinghorn of Houghton, and Henry T. McGeough, of Pontiac.

Arthur Lawrence Wilson

ARTHUR LAWRENCE WILSON, who had long been a member of the Michigan Society of Architects and the Detroit Chapter, American Institute of Architects, died January 16 at his home, 154 W. Longwood Place in Detroit, after a long illness.

Born in Washington, Pa., July 16, 1888, and educated at Washington and Jefferson College, Mr. Wilson came to Michigan more than 40 years ago, and later graduated from the University of Michigan. He became registered as an architect in Michigan in 1916, and he entered his own practice the same year.

Mr. Wilson aided in the design of the Davison superhighway. He drew plans for the Highland Park Police Headquarters, and he was architect for the Humber Building at 13355 Woodward Avenue in Highland Park, where he maintained his offices for many years. He had also been architect for the Home Owners Loan Corporation and the Federal Housing Administration.

Surviving are his wife, Ethelyn, and a daughter, Mrs. Ardeth Healy.
PRODUCERS' COUNCIL held its annual business meeting at the Hotel Fort Shelby, Detroit, on January 11.

At the speakers table were Bill Snure, Paul Marshall, Bill Portland, Fred Muller, Clyde Oakley, Bill Ogden who brought his boss, John J. Marsh, general sales manager of the Marsh Wall Products of Dover, Ohio, to the dinner; R. B. Richardson, Louie "Broken Arm" Ollesheimer and Bill Mulcahy. Portland has just been transferred to Armstrong Cork Company's Philadelphia branch.

Tie of the evening was worn by Wilfred Woods of Royal Oak Wholesale.

Others at the dinner were Sam Burtman, Al Hann, Bill Taliaferro, Chuck Garascia, R. G. Paulwetter, Herb Starkey, Art Armstrong and L. W. Ward.

Harry Fritzam brought his father, Emil Fritzam of Portland, Oregon, to the meeting.

Also enjoying the dinner were C. W. Burrows, Johnny Casella, Herb Broughton, Don Burford, Lysle Wagner, Don Ollesheimer, O. F. Preuthun, Tom Schwer and Don Johnson.

New Producer member Alex Moore of Mills Co. was introduced to the gathering. Alex wore the bow tie of the evening.

Walt Sandrock heads the new committee for college liaison work.

Various companies will have the opportunity to send their representatives to the schools to inform the students of their products.

The next meeting, at the Fort Shelby, on Feb. 8, will be "Mechanical Trades Night."

Harry T. Wunderlich, for more than 30 years a carpenter contractor in Detroit, announces his withdrawal from the firm that bears his name.

Ownership of the firm has been assumed by Robert E. Wunderlich, son of the founder, and his partner, William E. Bates, under the name of Wunderlich & Bates. Both of the new owners have been with the firm for many years.

The firm's offices are at 12045 12th St., Detroit 6, Michigan.

PAT AND JACK SHINGLEDECKER, well known in the building industry, have formed the firm of Shingledecker Sales Co. with offices at 16027 Plymouth Road, Detroit 27, Michigan. Phone Broadway 3-0055, handling a line of leading products with sales and service.

The new firm are sole distributors for Arnold aluminum awning windows and jalousies and Chesko wood overhead doors.

HEATING, PIPING & AIR CONDITIONING CONTRACTORS DETROIT ASSOCIATION each year devotes its December meeting to what has become known as the "Duck Dinner."

This event began many years ago—an a small scale but fun none-the-less. Credit goes to Ray Spitzley, who each season obeys his instinct and love for the outdoors, to bring home the ducks. It was his idea to share the delectable morsel with his friends, so what began as a luncheon was too good to remain small. It gathered momentum and became a dinner.

On December 2, 1953, 66 men, representing all HP&ACC members in Detroit, were present at the Harmonie. Attendants included the active, retired, successors, sons and staff members. Cocktails were by L. L. McConachie Co. and the Lloyd S. Thornton Co. Russell Winkler was the toastmaster.

Thus, the light luncheon of yesterday becomes the Annual Duck Dinner of today.

Below: Duck Diners Fred S. Lome, Clyde Johnson, Ray L. Spitzley and Edward M. Harrigan.
SUBJECT: COPIES OF PUBLICATION

Mr. Ted Seemeyer  
Michigan Society of Architects  
120 Madison Avenue  
Detroit 26, Michigan

We're wondering, Mr. Seemeyer —

as to the possibility of sparing us as many as 25 or 30 left over copies, if readily available, of the interesting December issue of your — monthly bulletin publication — regularly printed for you on Warren's Cumberland Gloss paper. 

Frankly, we have in prospect distributing these samples to advantage among a few selected advertising customer-contacts throughout the country. Seaman-Patrick Paper Company, our distributor in Detroit, thought there may be some left over copies of the publication available. In that case, we'd try to spot them around to mutual advantage, so far as possible. Would you care to be of service to us in this way?

Our people here are quite impressed with the clarity and smoothness of the halftone printing results the publication so ably represents on Cumberland Gloss paper. Of course, too, we also realize the considerable amount of constructive information you present in the bulletin. And perhaps we should further mention that it strikes us as being a well-arranged production from a pictorial-typographic angle. We merely pass along these observations for whatever satisfaction you may derive from them.

Please believe, sir, we'll be truly grateful for whatever consideration you care to extend to us in response to this inquiry.

Promotionally yours,

S. D. WARREN COMPANY

Advertising Department

Warren's Hundredth Anniversary...1854-1954...
HERE is the most valuable time-saver ever published for the architectural specifying team!

In a simplified and streamlined manner, all the specifications necessary for the contract, site work, carpentry and other structural work, masonry, weather protection, metal work and finishing of a building are included in three handy pads.

For working and filing convenience, all specifications are grouped into 63 alphabetically arranged sections which are specially numbered for ease of reference by individual sections or entire categories.

With the text reproduced in double spaced elite typewriter type and printed on one side only of a 8½”x11” page, editing to meet project requirements is facilitated by writing directly upon the page in the space provided. To achieve still greater flexibility, pages may easily be removed from the pad for insertion of typewritten corrections. Or, pages may be removed by individual sections if desired to facilitate sequential rearrangement or filing in folders. Nowhere else will you find these amazing time-saving streamlined specifications in such easy-to-use form.

1952 — Approx. 1000 pages, 3 convenient pads, boxed — $20.00
Here's an advance sketch, based on the architect's drawing, of the $3,700,000 plant which The National Supply Co. is building on a 96-acre site near Gainesville, Texas. At right is the manufacturing building, a single-story steel structure, faced partly in brick and partly with aluminum sheathing. The building contains more than 100,000 square feet of space. At left is the single story office building, also of steel construction, faced in brick.

Giffels and Vallet, Inc., L. Rossetti, Detroit, Mich., are the architects. Brown and Root Inc., Houston, Texas, are the contractors.

At right is shown the 1000-bed Naval Hospital, addition to the existing Naval Hospital at San Diego, California. Welton Becket, F.A.I.A., and Associates are architects.

The Becket firm is also architect for the $17,000,000 medical center and cancer research laboratory at the University of California in Los Angeles.

Helabird & Root and Burges, of Chicago, are architects for this Armour Pharmaceutical Center in Kankakee, Illinois. Fifty tons of wrought iron pipe were used, says Byers.
architecture and environment

BY CHARLES BURCHARD, A.I.A.
in Detroit, January 13, 1954

Our Century has two peculiarities: One very old, the other brand new. Its turbulence is not merely institutional, but historically goes back, with eras of blood and hate, of times when unresolved conflicts reverberate throughout society and within every individual. But its scientific technology is totally without precedence. Life in mechanicalized countries has changed more in the past fifty years than in the previous three thousand. Perhaps your grandfather drove oxen. So did the warriors in Homer's Iliad. An oxen team is now more effective for new solutions. And all this at a time of change so great we could not comprehend the relatedness of our own experience; we interpreted our new world in terms of isolated facts, functional entities, which reflected imperfectly, if at all, the twentieth Century reality, and which, as we can now see, unbalanced our living, fragmented the structures of our environment in which we live. We have not, in other words, given our life a form, a design for living as other cultures on occasion have done before in other historic periods.

(Editors note: the following portion of Mr. Burchard's address was made in connection with slides.)

Yet, for the past century, there has been evidence of continuous activity to realize the consequences of our age in terms compatible to our living. We have begun to question many things previously taken for granted. To illustrate with one example, we are beginning to understand that it is not on the basis of modern needs but of human experience; of houses on either side of traffic routes instead of (for example) in groups of houses placed in a park with automobile traffic kept on the outside. Once we separate the concept and the place, these functions see that perhaps the park could contain all the walking lanes. It could become a continuum of space through which our children could walk to school without crossing traffic lanes; through which a mother and her child could walk to stores, or to rest or play in, which could contain recreational areas and which could contain meeting places for the socialization of families, relating as one functional entity, those basic functions which are part of our everyday living.

In pre-industrial days, these functions (work, residence, play, and development) were largely contained within the walls of the home; within the environment of the family unit. But, as we know, the industrialization of our work, the mechanization of our lives, has transformed man's interactions of shelter, work, play and development and has exploded these aspects of individual life into the community as a whole. The functions of living in the twentieth Century, have new boundaries shared with many neighbors. A man goes by car or train to his work, remote from home, occasionally miles and hours away. Mother shops in stores for food for her family and for the clothes the family wears. Children are educated away from the hearth, in community schools, together with many other children. New inter-relations such as these, part of contemporary life, call for new solutions to the form of our environment. It calls for a new architecture: a continuous architecture that cannot be conceived by thinking only in terms of a separation of house here, a separate school or workplace there.

And this architecture will not be formulated, nor the problem of community solved by working as an architect here, scientist, engineer or technologist there, but only by devising ways of pooling essential human strengths. The program results from a process in which technique, education and growing children are related and seen as an aspect of living as a whole. Its school buildings have a new architecture, a new social pattern, resulting from many individuals, working in groups, architects, builders, educators, manufacturers and local authorities, people who had assimilated knowledge of a special kind and sharing it. They must find the common denominators, and new ways of working, by which these skills can be applied in reference to each other and focused as an unity on the solution of the problems of living in a continuously contemporary terms.

There is clearly evidence today of groups of people working together in a new way; in new relationship with each other and their environment. Among these, the Herefordshire School Building Program of London perhaps most clearly reflects an emerging pattern. Its results come from a process in which technique, education and growing children are related and seen as an aspect of living as a whole. Its school buildings have a new architecture, a new social pattern, resulting from many individuals, working in groups, architects, builders, educators, manufacturers and local authorities, people who had assimilated knowledge of a special kind and sharing it. They must find the common denominators, and new ways of working, by which these skills can be applied in reference to each other and focused as an unity on the solution of the problems of living in a continuously contemporary terms.

Schools today must provide an organic housing for an organic educational process. Today the emphasis in teaching is on learning, not on the subject matter to be learned. Learning, as a result of experience, of inter-related activities, needs a flexible and adaptable new kind of space not to be achieved in the usual form of school building.

By inter-relating the talents and knowledge of architect, educator, builder and manufacturer, new solutions were found simultaneously in space, structure and execution to provide the environment necessary for the development of the growing child.

And these schools are friendly in appearance...
nance, particularly to children, and do not have long forbidding corridors, forbidding flights of exterior stairs and ornate porticos which reflect a false civic pride, but frighten children. Our schools today are low, human, and in scale.

To structure such forms, an erecter set type of construction permitting a four way assembly was evolved to receive prefabricated panels of various sorts. This system complements to the utmost, maximum flexibility of educational method. All partitions free of structural responsibilities, taking the entire internal shape of the building to change as needs may arise, and the building to change as needs may arise.

As the system of building became clarified in use, it was no longer broken down into trades in the manner architects and builders are today familiar with. It approximated more the assembly of aircraft, composed of factory made sub-assemblies, finished in the factory and assembled on the site. Sub-assembly drawings were developed common to all production jobs and the working drawings for a specific job became almost a matter of symbols on a plan profile.

A year's production run of schools (about 20) would grow out of the experimental prototype of the year, before and in each year one or two schools would be devoted to experiments in time and space variation, to eventually develop improved production models. In the Herts program, we perceive this new frame of reference, a new attitude of mind and a new way of working toward an inter-relation of knowledge, a means of communication among the specializations of modern life to provide a frame of reference in which the creative sensibilities can perceive directions toward a potential unity among the confusions of today.

In that most intimate of environments, the home, which shelters the basic social unit of the family, we find reflection of the contemporary situation expressed in new patterns and forms. In mechanized society, functions once contained within the house are today community wide. But the home has a new scope, a role which cannot be fulfilled in the shrunken, sardine version of the house of our grandparents, that is offered us today. For the adult, working far less hours than ever before, and apparently to work even less in the future, has increasing amounts of time for leisure pursuits, for development of mind and body. The adult needs to find the home new spaces for creative tasks and opportunities. The child, no longer looked upon as merely an immature adult to be seen and not heard, is now considered a growing personality, within the unity of the family and needs outlets for an active body and mind.

The modern home has new spaces where the family can be active together as a group, general activity areas both indoors and out. It has spaces for creative pursuits, spaces for individuals to retreat, to away from the family. It has a new visual language related to contemporary living and using contemporary techniques. It is easily cleaned, efficient and time-saving, appropriate to new family needs.

But as far as the individual house may go to satisfy such needs, we today have to balance out the needs of the family, and each individual, in relation to the community. For example, today the relation between kitchen and dining area in the home is important, but no more so than the relation of the home to the school, or to the stores. Our communities need adjustment to also provide spaces for recreation, leisure-time pursuits to insure intellectual and emotional growth, to be enjoyed together with one's neighbors.

Together with home in a park-like setting and where the pedestrian is separate from the car, where the park is a continuous, definable space inter-related to the home with shops, with play and resting places, and where a new type school is the focus of the community, providing in the quality and quantity of its spaces, a place not only for children to learn but where neighbors may meet, learn together and play together, we are beginning to establish those functional relationships of everyday living in such a form as to nourish and restore the sense of community and with it the opportunity for healthful, wholesome living pointed to by the Peckham experiment.

The basic community unit has become a unifying conception, a common denominator for thinking about our environment and for the ordering of its visual effects toward the largest unit in its visual and functional relationships, the common denominators about which we are planning today new developments from the small to the largest unit in the 20th Century world. What has been done in new community formations, new towns and redevelopments, in new structures for schools, homes, is encouragingly similar to what the Peckham biologists find we need to live more abundantly and with it the opportunity for healthful, wholesome living pointed to by the Peckham experiment.

It is perhaps the truest tangible expression of a frame of reference, of a new vision sufficient in scope to give meaning and comprehension to 20th Century situations in terms of the human scale. A unifying conception to nourish creative sensibilities toward genuine art forms of our own times, contributing to the development and growth of our lives.

But these dimensions are of a different order and transcend the boundaries restricting professional activity as is most common today. For concepts of professional activity, of service, must also adjust to new situations. The isolated architect, the isolated artist, the isolated engineer, the isolated scientist — each highly skilled within his own orbit but without a means of communicating, of pooling skills toward a better life for all of us, no longer sufficient. Our professionals, separated by innumerable barriers from one another and from the events of today, can only each separately offer a haphazard accumulation of facts and techniques.

The artist, architect, and designer who most clearly understand the implications of contemporary phenomena see that the space they work with is inter-related and continuous. That the ordering of our visual and functional environment in terms of man's new interactions of residence, work, play, and development will require that the efforts of all men-layman, artist, scientist, technologist—must contribute to a total human adventure. It will mean a new way of working, an architecture conceived in terms of all human activities, expressed in forms which simultaneously grow out of and facilitate these activities.

The rough patterns have already been sketched out of what is environmentally needed to lead a fuller, healthier life in the 20th Century world. What has been done in new community formations, new towns and redevelopments, in new structures for schools, homes, is encouragingly similar to what the Peckham biologists find we need to live more abundantly and amidst our abundance. To find these common denominators is encouraging for it furnishes multiple yardsticks by which to measure, not herefore available.

We shall find that as we continue art, which for the past 150 years has been considered something to be found only in museums, to be studied from history books, it will again become part of our lives.

Our new needs, our new methods, a new mentality are producing the art forms of our own times.

A new visual language, which has a direct relation to life and to useful things. This will increase our understanding of its purposes and intent. It will help to sharpen faculties long deteriorated and encourage us to new creative activities on a dynamically accelerating scale, tending still further toward the emotional and intellectual balance and growth necessary for each individual and in turn for the benefit of society as a whole.
Frantz and Spence Building
Saginaw, Michigan, 1952
Frantz and Spence, Architects

above: library (conference room)
left above: office
left below: entrance lobby
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Saginaw High School
Saginaw, Michigan, 1953
Frantz and Spence, Architects
work nearing completion

Arthur Hill High School
Saginaw, Michigan, 1940
Frantz and Spence, Architects
right above: east front
below: school auditorium
Sears Roebuck and Company
Saginaw, Michigan, 1940
Frantz and Spence, Architects

formerly Bank of Saginaw

Saginaw Savings and Loan Association
Saginaw, Michigan, 1952
Frantz and Spence, Architects

right above: lobby
below: east front
St. Andrew Parish School
Saginaw, Michigan, 1950
Frantz and Spence, Architects
left: figure in Minnesota Mankato stone
below: street entrance detail

Port Huron High School
Port Huron, Michigan
Frantz and Spence, Architects
comprising vocational building, classroom building, health and recreation building and central administration building. construction pending
General Hospital Building
State Home and Training School
Lapeer, Michigan

State Administrative Board
Building Division
A. N. Langius, F.A.I.A., Director

Frantz and Spence, Architects

project now in construction

Providing 200 medical-surgical beds and out-patient departments, with facilities for emergency first-aid, x-ray, dental and other services, related to work in general rehabilitation and physiotherapy.
Employees' Residence Building
State Home and Training School
Lapeer, Michigan

Frantz and Spence, Architects
work in progress
FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SCALE: 1/16" = 1'-0"
Woodrow Wilson Elementary School
Port Huron, Michigan, 1951
Frantz and Spence, Architects
entrance detail, community room, kindergarten wing
Thomas Brick & Tile Co.
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Detroit 4, Michigan
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INUM WINDOWS

Est. 1896

Telephone
Townsend 8-1354

Mumford's
COMPLETE FLOOR COVERINGS
- Window Shades
- Venetian Blinds
- All Resilient Flooring
- Carpeting and Rugs
- Plastic Wall Tile

OWNED AND MANAGED
BY ARTHUR H. MESSING, A.I.A.
EAGER TO SERVE OUR MANY
ARCHITECT FRIENDS

16127 E. Warren Ave., Detroit 24, Michigan
TUxedo 5-0214  TUxedo 5-0446

The
JOHN H. BUSBY
COMPANY
ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS

826 Cherry Street
Detroit 1, Mich.
WOODward 1-1681

The
Finest
STORM
WINDOWS
You Can
Get...
KAUFMANN
Aluminum
Combinations

Kaufmann windows are engineered
to work better and last longer than
any other window on the market.
We specialize in working with architect
MARCIIALL V. NOECKER PRES.

The John H. Busby
Company
Electrical
Contractors

On Top Since '79
ROOFING COMPANY, INC.
551 E. VERNOR HWY. • DETROIT
D. W. CANDLER • DR. C. L. CANDLER
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COMPLETE
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OVER 72 YEARS
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"I’m proud to be a Savings Bonds salesman for Uncle Sam..."

CHARLES M. WHITE
President
Republic Steel Corporation

"I’m proud to be a Savings Bonds salesman for Uncle Sam and I urge every business executive in the nation to advance the cause of American enterprise in this way.

"Every one of us at Republic Steel is proud of the results of our Payroll Savings campaign: 96.7 per cent of our employees saving systematically from each pay in U. S. Savings Bonds. These results were possible only because all 68,344 of us at Republic were part of an enthusiastic team. We feel that this is the best way we can demonstrate our appreciation of the efforts to have a sound dollar and a stable economy."

- 96.7% of Republic Steel’s 68,344 employees—over 66,000 men and women—are enrolled in the Payroll Savings Plan.
- These 66,000 members of Republic’s “enthusiastic team,” as Mr. White so aptly terms them, are investing more than $16,000,000 per year in U. S. Savings Bonds.
- In addition to building personal security, these men and women of Republic are making a very important contribution to America’s “efforts to have a sound dollar and a stable economy.”

Certainly Republic Steel’s Payroll Savings record is outstanding—one of the best in the country. But it is not unique. Other companies have comparable records, measured in percentage of employee participation, or in annual Savings Bond purchases.

In every company with a high percentage Payroll Savings Plan you will find that the president or top executive appreciates the importance of the Plan and what it means to personal and national security. He knows that 45,000 companies have Payroll Savings Plans... that 8,000,000 employees of these companies are investing more than $160,000,000 per month in Savings Bonds... that the cash value of Savings Bonds held by individuals today is more than 36 billion dollars—and rapidly mounting, thanks largely to the steadily increasing family of Payroll Savers. He is 100% behind his company’s Payroll Savings Plan, and everybody in the company knows it. He takes personal pride in watching employee participation grow to 60%, 70%, 80%, or, perhaps, the high 90’s.

If you are not making this important contribution to America’s effort for a sound dollar and a stable economy, a wire or letter to Savings Bonds Division, U. S. Treasury Department, Washington, D. C., will bring prompt cooperation from your State Director. He will show you how easy it is to join Mr. White and thousands of other executives as a Savings Bond Salesman for Uncle Sam, with a company Payroll Savings Plan that you can be proud of.

The United States Government does not pay for this advertising. The Treasury Department thanks, for their patriotic donation, the Advertising Council and
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INSULATED METAL WALLS

for INDUSTRIAL and COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

ALUMINUM, STAINLESS or GALVANIZED STEEL

Here is another completely new industrial plant constructed with Insulated Metal Walls... both plant and powerhouse have aluminum exteriors. From north to south, and across the country, the trend in industrial and commercial building is to this modern, lightweight construction. Apart from design effects obtainable, and the over-all appearance of such structures, both architects and owners are quick to recognize the important economies in lower material cost, lower labor cost, and the accumulative advantages of reduced construction time resulting from rapid erection—even in sub-zero weather. Buildings can be quickly enclosed with insulated metal walls under low temperature conditions which would preclude masonry construction. Mahon Insulated Metal Walls are available in the three exterior patterns shown at left. The Mahon "Field Constructed" Fluted or Ribbed Wall can be erected up to sixty feet in height without a horizontal joint—a feature of Mahon walls which is particularly desirable in powerhouses or other buildings where high expanses of unbroken wall surface are common. See Sweet's Files for information, or write for Catalog No. B-54-B.

THE R. C. MAHON COMPANY
Detroit 34, Mich. • Chicago 4, Ill. • Representatives in All Principal Cities

Manufacturers of Insulated Metal Walls and Wall Panels; Steel Deck for Roofs, Partitions, and Permanent Concrete Floor Forms; Rolling Steel Doors, Grilles and Underwriters' Listed Rolling Steel Doors and Fire Shutters.

Illustrated here is the Ford Motor Company's Plant, Kansas City, Mo. 225,000 Sq. Ft. of Mahon Insulated Metal Walls, with Aluminum exterior plates, and 1,070,000 Sq. Ft. of Mahon Steel Roof Deck were employed in the construction of this ultramodern plant. Griffis & Valentine, Inc. L. Rossetti, Architects and Engineers, Long-Turner Construction Co., General Contractors.

MAHON